
INDIVIDUALITY
            COMES
     STANDARD.

CUSTOM CUSHIONS EXCLUSIVELY FROM PRM



Since no two people are exactly alike, Precision-Fit enables you to begin with a standard seat and back 
shape and customize it to your client’s specific needs. Regardless of shape, positioning or disability.  
Most custom measured cushions may not provide the adequate support and pressure relief required  
by all individuals. At PRM, we understand how a proper fit affects the overall comfort and health of  
your clients. By conforming to individual body shapes, our cushions deliver the precise contact  
support and pressure equalization they need.

ONE SIZE DOES  
NOT FIT ALL.

SUBTLE POSITIONING

A basic shape with minimal  
leg channeling. Shown with  
optional Synergel™ insert.

PRECISION-FIT TM BACK
Our slot measuring process allows us to customize to your  
clients’ exact positioning requirements, providing ideal  
postural stability and pressure relief.

MODERATE POSITIONING

A basic shape with increased  
lateral control to help with  
positioning and pressure 
equalization. Shown with 
optional ROHO® air insert.

AGGRESSIVE POSITIONING

Provides maximal lateral  
support to assist in positioning  
of the legs and trunk while 
providing excellent pressure 
equalization. Shown with  
optional Synergel™ insert.

PRECISION-FIT TM SEAT      
Start with one of our three customizable cushion styles that  
supply optimal pressure relief through air, gel or foam. Each is 
equipped with a waterproof outer cover and a cushion rigidizer. 

TOP 1/2 LINER
1/2 & 1/2 LINER

BOTTOM 1/2 LINER

CUSHION COVER

HIGH DENSITY
FOAM

PRM METAL
BACK SHELL

ABS LATERAL 
REINFORCED
SUPPORT

METAL 
REINFORCEMENT 
BRACKET



MOUNTING OPTIONS
Precision-Fit can now be ordered with a PRM back shell to ease with 
mounting and adjustment, or with a custom pan mount to  
be used with power chair options. The back shell hardware will  
allow for depth, angle and rotational adjustments. In addition,  
wood mount with knob hardware or J and L brackets is also an 
option. Seat cushions can be ordered with 1/8” ABS bottom to 
minimize thickness and facilitate a Velcro mount.

THESE PRODUCTS MEET MEDICARE E2609 (SEAT) AND E2617 (BACK) COVERAGE POLICY STANDARDS.

FIXED AND HINGED LATERAL SUPPORT
Choose from four hinged lateral styles with optional swing-away feature, allowing for ease with transfers in and out of seat.  

SINGLE LATERAL SINGLE LATERAL  
WITH VERTICAL SPLIT

MULTIPLE LATERAL MULTIPLE LATERAL  
WITH VERTICAL SPLIT
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LEAD TIME
Precision-Fit quotes are turned around within twenty four 
to forty eight hours. Precision-Fit cushions ship within  
seven to ten working days.

HOW TO FIND THE PERFECT FIT.
Each Precision-Fit seat and back is designed based upon your client’s exact positioning requirements. When customizing a Precision-Fit 
product, you will simply need to determine positioning and shape support for all areas of the support surface. The measurements you 
take will directly correspond to the need required to support that area. Measurements given will be altered from the original standard 
shape. All custom modifications can be completed quickly and easily via the Precision-Fit seat and back order forms which are available  
for download at www.prmrehab.com.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
At PRM, we are proud to offer a two-year warranty on all  
Precision-Fit cushions. For details, simply visit prmrehab.com 
today. If for any reason you are not satisfied with the product,  
we offer a 90-day satisfaction guarantee. Contact us directly  
for any questions or concerns with product performance.
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PRM. THE POWER OF PRECISION.
Your clients rely on you to provide them with a comfortable, 
supportive seat and back that fits—and most importantly— 
that lasts. At PRM, our custom selections do that and more.  
Precision-Fit offers maximum pressure relief, increased  
sitting tolerance, postural support and comfort finely  
tuned to each individual’s positioning needs. You won’t  
get that from just any cushion. For details, samples or to  
schedule a demonstration with a PRM representative, call  
866-PRM-REHAB or click www.prmrehab.com today.

TECH SPECS 

Available Widths:  10” – 24”  

Available Depths:  10” – 24”    

Weight Limit: 250 pounds 

Warranty: 24 months from manufacturing defects

Remake: Policy 90 Days

CUSTOM 
SIZES ARE 
AVAILABLE


